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1.  EFTs in Condensed Matter Systems1.  EFTs in Condensed Matter Systems

•• superfluids superfluids

•• superconductors superconductors

•• Bose-Einstein condensates Bose-Einstein condensates

•• quantum Hall liquids quantum Hall liquids

•• bosonic collective modes of ground statebosonic collective modes of ground state

•• fermionic excitations above ground statefermionic excitations above ground state

("quasiparticles")("quasiparticles")

•• topological defects ("vortices")topological defects ("vortices")

Non-relativisticNon-relativistic many-body many-body

quantum system that displaysquantum system that displays

macroscopic quantum effectsmacroscopic quantum effects

Highly-correlatedHighly-correlated

condensed matter systemcondensed matter system =

Effective Field Theory ofEffective Field Theory of

condensed matter systemcondensed matter system

Theory of low-energy dynamicsTheory of low-energy dynamics

of system:  describes statesof system:  describes states

with energy close to zerowith energy close to zero
=



How to Construct a Condensed Matter EFTHow to Construct a Condensed Matter EFT

TakeTake  Low-energy "limit":Low-energy "limit":

•• Expand Lagrangian in small fluctuations in field variables about groundExpand Lagrangian in small fluctuations in field variables about ground

state and integrate out high-energy fluctuations.  (state and integrate out high-energy fluctuations.  (44HeHe))

For fermionic liquids, the type of EFT that results isFor fermionic liquids, the type of EFT that results is

ultimately based on ultimately based on topologicaltopological properties of the properties of the

ground state of system, as opposed to its ground state of system, as opposed to its symmetriessymmetries..

1.  EFTs in Condensed Matter Systems1.  EFTs in Condensed Matter Systems

•• Linearize the energy about the values where it vanishes and thenLinearize the energy about the values where it vanishes and then

construct the corresponding Hamiltonian.  (construct the corresponding Hamiltonian.  (33He-AHe-A))

OROR



2.  "Acoustic" Spacetimes and Superfluid 2.  "Acoustic" Spacetimes and Superfluid 44HeHe

•• liquid consisting of many liquid consisting of many 44HeHe atoms, all phases alligned atoms, all phases alligned

•• model ground state as model ground state as singlesingle quantum particle:   quantum particle:  ϕϕ00 =  = ρρ00ee
iiθθ

•• Let Let ϕϕ =  = ρρeeiiθθ, , ρρ =  = ρρ00 +  + δρδρ, , θθ =  = θθ00 +  + δθδθ

Low-energy limit:Low-energy limit:

LL44HeHe =  = iiϕϕ††∂∂ttϕϕ  −− ∂∂iiϕϕ††∂∂iiϕϕ +  + µϕµϕ††ϕϕ −  − αα22((ϕϕ††ϕϕ))22 1  1 
 2 2mm  

Non-relativisticNon-relativistic

Lagrangian forLagrangian for

Superfluid Superfluid 44HeHe

conservationconservation
of particle#of particle#

SSBSSB
potentialpotential

kinetickinetic
energyenergy

•• Integrate out high-energy fluctuations Integrate out high-energy fluctuations δρ δρ 

LL44HeHe =  = LL00[[ρρ00, , θθ00] + ] + LL''44HeHe[[δδθθ]]

groundground
statestate

low-energy fluctuationslow-energy fluctuations
above ground state (EFT)above ground state (EFT)



2.  "Acoustic" Spacetimes and Superfluid 2.  "Acoustic" Spacetimes and Superfluid 44HeHe

Massless scalar fieldMassless scalar field

in curved spacetime!in curved spacetime!
µµ, , νν = 0, 1, 2, 4 = 0, 1, 2, 4LL''44HeHe = = ggµνµν∂∂µµθθ∂∂ννθθ

 1  1 
 2 2
√√gg
−−

... identical to...... identical to... 

LL''44HeHe = = ((∂∂ttθθ +  + vvii∂∂iiθθ))22  −−  1    1  
 4 4αα22  

((∂∂iiθθ))22  ρρ00  
 2 2mm  

ii = 1, 2, 3 = 1, 2, 3
EFT for Superfluid EFT for Superfluid 44HeHe

To 2nd order in To 2nd order in δθ:δθ:
vvii = (1/ = (1/mm))∂∂iiθθ

Can now model black hole physics:Can now model black hole physics:

speed of light = speed of low-energy ocillations (speed of light = speed of low-energy ocillations (i.e.i.e., "sound" modes), "sound" modes)

HenceHence::    "acoustic" spacetimes and "acoustic" black holes"acoustic" spacetimes and "acoustic" black holes

ggµνµνdxdx
µµdxdxνν =      { =      {−−cc22dtdt22  ++  δδijij((dxdxii  −−  vviidtdt)()(dxdxjj  −−  vvjjdtdt)})} cc22  ≡≡ 2 2αα22ρρ//mm  ρρ  

cmcm



(i)(i) What is the kinematic background of acoustic spacetimes?What is the kinematic background of acoustic spacetimes?

Superfluid Superfluid 44HeHe in in

Neo-Newtonian STNeo-Newtonian ST

Option #2:  Neo-Newtonian spacetimeOption #2:  Neo-Newtonian spacetime

Massless scalar fieldMassless scalar field

in Minkowski STin Minkowski ST1st o
rder 

1st o
rder 

δθδθ

Massless scalar fieldMassless scalar field

in acoustic STin acoustic ST

2st order 

2st order δθδθ



Option #1:  Minkowski spacetimeOption #1:  Minkowski spacetime

ggµνµνdxdx
µµdxdxνν = (= (ρρ//cmcm){){−−cc22dtdt22  ++  δδijij((dxdxii  −−  vviidtdt)()(dxdxjj  −−  vvjjdtdt)})}

= = ηηµνµνdxdx
µµdxdxνν  + + g'g'µνµνdxdx

µµdxdxνν

backgroundbackground low-energy fluctuationslow-energy fluctuations

acousticacoustic
metricmetric

2.  "Acoustic" Spacetimes and Superfluid 2.  "Acoustic" Spacetimes and Superfluid 44HeHe



KinematicKinematic analogues of GR? analogues of GR?

... the features of general relativity that one typically captures in an... the features of general relativity that one typically captures in an

““analogue modelanalogue model”” are the  are the kinematickinematic features that have to do with how features that have to do with how

fields (classical or quantum) are defined on curved spacetime, and thefields (classical or quantum) are defined on curved spacetime, and the

sine qua nonsine qua non of any analogue model is the existence of some of any analogue model is the existence of some

““effective metriceffective metric”” that captures the notion of the curved spacetimes that captures the notion of the curved spacetimes

that arise in general relativity.  (Barcelthat arise in general relativity.  (Barcelóó, Liberati, Visser 2005, pg. 10.), Liberati, Visser 2005, pg. 10.)

⇒⇒
Einstein equations cannotEinstein equations cannot

be derived from be derived from 44HeHe EFT. EFT.
Not dynamical analogues!Not dynamical analogues!

(ii)(ii) To what extent are "acoustic" spacetimes analogues of GRTo what extent are "acoustic" spacetimes analogues of GR

spacetimes?spacetimes?

2.  "Acoustic" Spacetimes and Superfluid 2.  "Acoustic" Spacetimes and Superfluid 44HeHe



KinematicKinematic analogues of GR? analogues of GR?

The acoustic analogue for black-hole physics accurately reflects half ofThe acoustic analogue for black-hole physics accurately reflects half of

general relativity -- the kinematics due to the fact that generalgeneral relativity -- the kinematics due to the fact that general

relativity takes place in a Lorentzian spacetime.  The aspect of generalrelativity takes place in a Lorentzian spacetime.  The aspect of general

relativity that does not carry over to the acoustic model is therelativity that does not carry over to the acoustic model is the

dynamics -- the Einstein equations.  dynamics -- the Einstein equations.  Thus the acoustic modelThus the acoustic model

provides a very concrete and specific model for separating theprovides a very concrete and specific model for separating the

kinematic aspects of general relativity from the dynamickinematic aspects of general relativity from the dynamic

aspects.aspects.  (Visser 1998, pg. 1790.)  (Visser 1998, pg. 1790.)

(ii)(ii) To what extent are "acoustic" spacetimes analogues of GRTo what extent are "acoustic" spacetimes analogues of GR

spacetimes?spacetimes?

2.  "Acoustic" Spacetimes and Superfluid 2.  "Acoustic" Spacetimes and Superfluid 44HeHe

⇒⇒
Einstein equations cannotEinstein equations cannot

be derived from be derived from 44HeHe EFT. EFT.
Not dynamical analogues!Not dynamical analogues!



KinematicKinematic analogues of GR? analogues of GR?

Some features that one normally thinks of as intrinsically aspects ofSome features that one normally thinks of as intrinsically aspects of

gravity, both at the classical and semiclassical levels (such as horizonsgravity, both at the classical and semiclassical levels (such as horizons

and Hawking radiation), can in the context of acoustic manifolds beand Hawking radiation), can in the context of acoustic manifolds be

instead seen to be rather generic features of curved spacetimes andinstead seen to be rather generic features of curved spacetimes and

quantum field theory in curved spacetimes, that have nothing to doquantum field theory in curved spacetimes, that have nothing to do

with gravity with gravity per seper se.  (Barcel.  (Barcelóó, Liberati, Sonego, Visser 2004, pg. 2.), Liberati, Sonego, Visser 2004, pg. 2.)

(ii)(ii) To what extent are "acoustic" spacetimes analogues of GRTo what extent are "acoustic" spacetimes analogues of GR

spacetimes?spacetimes?

2.  "Acoustic" Spacetimes and Superfluid 2.  "Acoustic" Spacetimes and Superfluid 44HeHe

•• If kinematics of GR = Minkowski ST, then If kinematics of GR = Minkowski ST, then No!No!

•• Kinematics of GR = Kinematics of GR = ??

⇒⇒
Einstein equations cannotEinstein equations cannot

be derived from be derived from 44HeHe EFT. EFT.
Not dynamical analogues!Not dynamical analogues!



2.  Standard Model and Superfluid 2.  Standard Model and Superfluid 33He-AHe-A

•• Liquid of many Liquid of many 33HeHe Cooper Pairs, all phases alligned Cooper Pairs, all phases alligned

•• Degrees of freedom:  Degrees of freedom:  SSzz = 0,  = 0, ±±1; 1; llzz = 0,  = 0, ±±11

(Volovik 2003)(Volovik 2003)

Potential field APotential field A
µµ

interacting with matterinteracting with matter

field field ΨΨ in curved spacetime in curved spacetime
LL''33He-AHe-A =  = ΨΨggµνµνγγνν((∂∂µµ −  − qAqAµµ)Ψ)Ψ

−−

ggµνµν  ∼ (∼ (llii ,  , vvii), ), AA00  ∼∼  lliivvii

•• Effective Lagrangian:Effective Lagrangian:

Low-energy limitLow-energy limit

•• Expand Expand EE((kk  )) to 2nd order about zero points: to 2nd order about zero points:
→→

EE  
22((  kk  ) ) ≈≈  ggijij((kkii  −−  qAqAii)()(kkjj  −−  qAqAjj))
→→

ggijij  ∼ ∼ lliillj j , , AAii  ∼∼  llii

EE((kk  ) = 0,   for 2 values of ) = 0,   for 2 values of kk
→→ →→

l l ∼∼ d d
^̂ ^̂

^̂ ^̂
•• AA-phase:  no -phase:  no SSzz = 0 substates,  = 0 substates, dd ||  || ll,,

HH33He-AHe-A =  = χχ††
αβαβ{{((εε −  − µµ))σσ33 +  + VVαβαβ((  ll, , dd, , kk))  }}χχαβαβ

^̂ ^̂ →→→→



2.  Standard Model and Superfluid 2.  Standard Model and Superfluid 33He-AHe-A

•• In-principle extension to In-principle extension to SUSU((nn) gauge fields ) gauge fields ⇒⇒ Standard Model Standard Model

•• Similar treatment of effective metric ("induced gravity" Sakharov 1967) fails toSimilar treatment of effective metric ("induced gravity" Sakharov 1967) fails to

reproduce Einstein-Hilbert termreproduce Einstein-Hilbert term

InterpretationInterpretation

spacetime (spacetime (ggµνµν))  ground state of ground state of 33He-AHe-A ⇔⇔

matter fields, potential fields (matter fields, potential fields (ΨΨ, , AAµµ))
low-energy fluctuationslow-energy fluctuations

(quasiparticles, collective modes)(quasiparticles, collective modes) ⇔⇔

gauge fields (gauge fields (FFµνµν))
"induced" vaccum corrections to"induced" vaccum corrections to

interactions between interactions between ΨΨ and  and AAµµ
⇔⇔

•• "Induced QED" (Zeldovich 1967):  expand to 2nd order in fluctuations in "Induced QED" (Zeldovich 1967):  expand to 2nd order in fluctuations in AAµµ

(3+1)-dim QED in(3+1)-dim QED in

curved spacetimecurved spacetime

−−
LL''33He-AHe-A =  = ΨΨggµνµνγγνν((∂∂µµ −  − qAqAµµ)Ψ + )Ψ + ggµνµνFFµαµαFFνβνβ

  1    1  
 4 4κκ22  

√√--gg
⎯⎯



Quantum Hall Effect:Quantum Hall Effect: II

2-dim2-dim

conductorconductor

2.  Twistors and Quantum Hall Liquids2.  Twistors and Quantum Hall Liquids

−−

++

VV

II//VV = (1/ = (1/RRHH) = ) = νν  ×× ( (ee22//hh),       ),       νν = const. = const.

For strong magnetic field:For strong magnetic field:

NN

SS

magnetmagnet BB


•• Integer Quantum Hall Effect (IQHE):Integer Quantum Hall Effect (IQHE):    νν = integer  = integer 

•• Fractional Quantum Hall Effect (FQHE):Fractional Quantum Hall Effect (FQHE):    νν = 1/ = 1/pp,  ,  pp = odd integer = odd integer



•• CS field = external mag. field for values of CS field = external mag. field for values of νν = 1/ = 1/pp..

•• QH Condensate particle content:  Electrically charged bosons.QH Condensate particle content:  Electrically charged bosons.

•• Excitations:  Vortices with fractional charges and Excitations:  Vortices with fractional charges and ““anyonicanyonic”” statistics. statistics.

•• Incompressible:  Incompressible:  Low energy limit of QH liquid cannot be taken.Low energy limit of QH liquid cannot be taken.

•• Low energy EFT of 1-dim edge states does exist (Wenn 1990):Low energy EFT of 1-dim edge states does exist (Wenn 1990):

LLQHEQHE =  = ψψ††((ii∂∂tt  −− eA eA00
extextψψ) ) −−

ψψ††((−−ii∂∂ii +  + eAeAii
extext))22ψψ +  + VV[[ψψ††ψψ] + ] + LLEMEM

 1  1 

 2 2mm  

2-dim Electrons (2-dim Electrons (ψψ) in) in

presence of mag. (Apresence of mag. (A00
extext))

and elec. (Aand elec. (Aii
extext) fields) fields

LLedgeedge =  = iiψψ††((∂∂tt  −− v v∂∂xx))ψψ
massless fermion field inmassless fermion field in

(1+1)-dim Mink. spacetime(1+1)-dim Mink. spacetime

2.  Twistors and Quantum Hall Liquids2.  Twistors and Quantum Hall Liquids

LLQHEQHE =  = ϕϕ††[[ii∂∂tt  −− e e((aa00 +  + AA00
extext))ϕϕ] ] −−

ϕϕ††[[−−ii∂∂ii +  + ee((aaii +  + AAii
extext)])]22ϕϕ +  + VV[[ϕϕ††ϕϕ] + ] + LLCSCS

 1  1 

 2 2mm  
LLCSCS = ( = (pp/4/4ππ))εεµνλµνλaaµµ∂∂ννaaλλ

pp = odd integer = odd integer

2-dim Bosons (2-dim Bosons (ϕϕ) in) in

presence of mag.,presence of mag.,

elec., and Chern-elec., and Chern-

Simons (aSimons (a00, a, aii) fields) fields

... identical to...... identical to...


What aboutWhat about

(3+1)-dim?(3+1)-dim?



InterpretationInterpretation

1.1. Twistors emerge in the low-energy limit of the edge of a 4-dim QH liquid.Twistors emerge in the low-energy limit of the edge of a 4-dim QH liquid.

2.2. Spacetime is derivative of twistors.Spacetime is derivative of twistors.

•• 19601960’’s - Penrose and Twistor Theory:s - Penrose and Twistor Theory:

•• Twistor Twistor ≈≈ light ray; twistor space  light ray; twistor space ≈≈ space of light rays. space of light rays.

•• Minkowski spacetime can be reconstructed from twistors.Minkowski spacetime can be reconstructed from twistors.

•• GoalGoal:  To reconstruct GR and QFT using twistors... Not yet :  To reconstruct GR and QFT using twistors... Not yet completelycompletely doable. doable.

•• 2001 - Zhang and Hu: 4-dim QHE2001 - Zhang and Hu: 4-dim QHE

•• Replace 2-spatial-dim quantum liquid with 4-spatial-dim quantum liquid.Replace 2-spatial-dim quantum liquid with 4-spatial-dim quantum liquid.

•• Low-energy EFT of 3-spatial-dim edge now describes massless fields in (3+1)-Low-energy EFT of 3-spatial-dim edge now describes massless fields in (3+1)-

dim Minkowski spacetime.dim Minkowski spacetime.

•• 2002 - Sparling:  4-dim QHE and twistors2002 - Sparling:  4-dim QHE and twistors

•• Edge of 4-dim QH liquid = region of Edge of 4-dim QH liquid = region of twistor space.twistor space.

2.  Twistors and Quantum Hall Liquids2.  Twistors and Quantum Hall Liquids



3.  Emergence...3.  Emergence...

Emergence in the low-energy limitEmergence in the low-energy limit

(1)(1) Distinct from emergence via symmetry breakingDistinct from emergence via symmetry breaking..

non-relativisticnon-relativistic
liquid heliumliquid helium

non-relativisticnon-relativistic
superfluid heliumsuperfluid helium

lower templower temp

spontaneousspontaneous
symmetry breakingsymmetry breaking

relativisticrelativistic
systemsystem

lower templower temp

low-energylow-energy
limitlimit

LL Effective Effective LL''

Claim:Claim: Novel phenomena (fields, particles, symmetries, spacetime, Novel phenomena (fields, particles, symmetries, spacetime, etcetc.).)

emergeemerge in low-energy limit of certain condensed matter systems in low-energy limit of certain condensed matter systems

(2)(2) Epistemological EmergenceEpistemological Emergence

•• UnpredictabilityUnpredictability

•• Irreducibility (and/or unexplainability)Irreducibility (and/or unexplainability)

•• Causal efficacyCausal efficacy



Spacetime as emergent...Spacetime as emergent...

3.  ... and Emergent Spacetime3.  ... and Emergent Spacetime

•• ProspectsProspects:  Still limited.  :  Still limited.  33He-AHe-A EFT does not fully recover GR. EFT does not fully recover GR.

•• ProspectsProspects:  Limited.  :  Limited.  44HeHe EFT lacks GR dynamics/kinematics. EFT lacks GR dynamics/kinematics.

Research programmeResearch programme::

Determine appropriate condensed matter system that produces relevant matter,Determine appropriate condensed matter system that produces relevant matter,

gauge and metric fields in low-energy limit.  (Volovik 2003, Wen 2004.)gauge and metric fields in low-energy limit.  (Volovik 2003, Wen 2004.)

(a)(a) ... in superfluid ... in superfluid 44HeHe

•• MotiveMotive:  Spacetime as (some aspect of) solutions to Einstein equations in GR.:  Spacetime as (some aspect of) solutions to Einstein equations in GR.

(b)(b) ... in superfluid ... in superfluid 33He-AHe-A

•• MotiveMotive:  Spacetime as ground state for QFTs of matter, gauge, and metric fields.:  Spacetime as ground state for QFTs of matter, gauge, and metric fields.

•• ProspectsProspects:  Limited.  Twistor theory cannot fully recover QFT and GR.:  Limited.  Twistor theory cannot fully recover QFT and GR.

(b)(b) ... in 4-dim QH liquids... in 4-dim QH liquids

•• MotiveMotive:  Spacetime as derivative of twistors.:  Spacetime as derivative of twistors.



4.  Universality, Dynamical Structure and Structural Realism4.  Universality, Dynamical Structure and Structural Realism

•• Universality class of the ground state of a system determines it's low-Universality class of the ground state of a system determines it's low-

energy dynamics (energy dynamics (i.e.i.e., the corresponding EFT)., the corresponding EFT).

•• Universality classUniversality class = class of systems/states characterized by common = class of systems/states characterized by common

universal propertiesuniversal properties

•• Universal propertyUniversal property = property stable under perturbations = property stable under perturbations

•• Universal properties of ground state are "generic" properties of EFT:Universal properties of ground state are "generic" properties of EFT:

-- how system behaves at a phase transitionhow system behaves at a phase transition

-- whether theory is renormalizablewhether theory is renormalizable

-- symmetries of low-energy fluctuations (i.e., symmetries of EFT)symmetries of low-energy fluctuations (i.e., symmetries of EFT)

Why does Why does 33He-A reproduce the Standard Model?He-A reproduce the Standard Model?



ThusThus:: 33He-AHe-A and the Standard Model possess the same  and the Standard Model possess the same universaluniversal

propertiesproperties..

Why does Why does 33He-A reproduce the Standard Model?He-A reproduce the Standard Model?

•• Universality classes of fermionic ground states are characterized byUniversality classes of fermionic ground states are characterized by

momentum space topology.momentum space topology.

-- stable regions in k-space where quasiparticle energies stable regions in k-space where quasiparticle energies →→ 0 0

•• 33He-AHe-A and the Standard Model have ground states characterized by and the Standard Model have ground states characterized by

the the samesame momentum space topology. momentum space topology.

-- stable point defects ("Fermi points")stable point defects ("Fermi points")

4.  Universality, Dynamical Structure and Structural Realism4.  Universality, Dynamical Structure and Structural Realism



Irrespective of microscopic details:Irrespective of microscopic details:

•• Standard ModelStandard Model

•• 33He-AHe-A

•• any condensed matter system with "Fermi points"any condensed matter system with "Fermi points"

Same Same kk-space-space

topologytopology
Same low-energySame low-energy

dynamicsdynamics⇒⇒

Same low-energySame low-energy

dynamicaldynamical

structurestructure

(Epistemological) Structural Realism:(Epistemological) Structural Realism:

1.1. The phenomena of experience are low-energy emergent.The phenomena of experience are low-energy emergent.

2.2. Theories of such phenomena are EFTs of a "fundamental" theory Theories of such phenomena are EFTs of a "fundamental" theory TT..

3.3. As EFTs, such theories only provide us with knowledge of the low-As EFTs, such theories only provide us with knowledge of the low-

energy dynamical structure of energy dynamical structure of TT ( (i.e.i.e., the universality class of which, the universality class of which

TT is a member). is a member).

4.  Universality, Dynamical Structure and Structural Realism4.  Universality, Dynamical Structure and Structural Realism



Structural Realist interpretation of spacetime:Structural Realist interpretation of spacetime:

1.1. The spatiotemporal aspects of the phenomena of experience are low-The spatiotemporal aspects of the phenomena of experience are low-

energy emergent.energy emergent.

QualificationQualification:: Universality class that best describes spacetimeUniversality class that best describes spacetime

structure still unknown.structure still unknown.

2.2. The spatiotemporal aspects of the fundamental theory are structural.The spatiotemporal aspects of the fundamental theory are structural.

-- spacetime symmetries of QFT and GRspacetime symmetries of QFT and GR

-- Ontologically, spacetime is the ground state of the fundamentalOntologically, spacetime is the ground state of the fundamental

condensate, which can only be known structurally.condensate, which can only be known structurally.

4.  Universality, Dynamical Structure and Structural Realism4.  Universality, Dynamical Structure and Structural Realism


